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tivity in air and/or oil by the calculated relative errors of n and k which vary considerably
are
in n-k plots. The characteristics of three difierent tlpes of A n/n and A k/k diagrams
discussed and equations for the exact determination of these errors given'

INrnonucrroN
In recent years the devicesfor quantitative measurementsin reflected
light have been improved considerably. It is true that there are still
numerous sourcesof errors but the errors causedby the apparatus have
been decreasedto such an extent that it now appearspossible to measure
reflectivity reliably. Cameron (1961) has developed methods of another
kind (measurementof rotation properties, etc.) basedon papers by earlier
authors, especiallyby Berek (1931). All this has led to an increased
interest in reflectedlight microscopy, especiallywith polarized light, and
it may be said that the quantitative stage is now being approached which
was achieved about 50 years ago in transmitted-light microscopy'
Nevertheless, it should be realized that in all measurements in reflected light the sources of errors and their effects on the results are
normally considerably larger than in transmitted light' The present
paper deals with the problems involved in the determination of reflectivities and the calculation of optical constants therefrom. Reflectittity
remains the most important optical property of a reflecting surface. Reflectivity values have already been compiled in several books on ore minerals, and recently Bowie and Taylor (1958) have developed a system of
ore mineral identification from two quantitative values: reflectivity and
micro-hardness. Cambon (1947) has shown in a comprehensive paper
that reflectivity measurementsare useful also for investigations of metais
and alloys. Koritnig (1963) has made a successfulattempt to correlate
the reflectivity of mix-crystals with their chemical composition'
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Apart from these applications, it is also interesting to trace the reflectivity back to more fundamental values such as refractive index n and
absorption coefficientk (or absorption index rc:k/n) becausethese are of
specialimportance in crystal physics. The value k representsthe decrease
of the amplitude of a homogeneouswave ,{6 in the reflecting materiai over
a distance equal to the wavelength of the light in vacuum tr,:
A1.. :

do. s-:" L

(1)

The values n and k can be calculated from the reflectivity measured in
two different immersion media. The necessaryequations are obtained by
inverting Beer's relation for the reflectivity
(1--n')'+ kt
B -, :
t)\
(nfn;)2*k2

where n is the refractive index of the reflecting material and ni that of the
immersion medium. The media air (n;:no:1)
and immersion oil (n1
: nr = 1.515)are usedin practical work. With the reflectivitiesRo
and Rr
measuredin these two media, the equationsfor n and k are as follows:
n:

0 . 5 . ( n r 2- 1 ) ' ( 1 - R o ) . ( 1 - R r )
--n , . ( 1- R o ) ( 1 + R , ) - ( 1
+Ro)(1 -R,)

k: /za=F - r'*g : /z rrE -(, +5 @)
These equations are given in another transformed way by Berek (1953,
p.331, after Kcinigsberger).Nomograms for a graphical evaluation of n
and r (:17tr) were published by Votynskii and yasnopol,skii (1959).
In reflectivity measurements,there are errorscausedby the equipment
and its operation and also errors causedby the specimen.rn carculations
of n and k from Rs and R1, the error limits are changed by the mathematical treatment.
Ennons CausBo By rHE Equrrlrnwr
Since the first photometric measurements of reflectivity under the
microscopeby Orcel (1927) and Berek (1931),much experiencehas been
gained, and several special types of equipment have been described.The
modern standard equipment includes the following elements:light source,
monochromator, reflected light microscope,light detector, amplifier, and
indicating device. The single-beamphotometer with photocell or electron
multiplier is now regarded as the most efficient kind of apparatus for this
work.
l. Errors caused.
by the rnechanicalpropertiesof the microscope
The microscopeand all parts connected with it must have outstanding
mechanical stability, becausethe photo-electric equipment is rather sen-
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sitive to vibrations. During the measurement,care should be taken to
avoid the slightest movement of the microscope when the filter slides or
the polarizers or other devices are handled or the microscopestage is rotated. The errors caused by lack of mechanical stability increase with
the magnification used.
As an example, a seriesof reflectivity measurementswith the specimen
defocussedby 1 pmr gave the deviations in Table 1 from the values measured at exact focus.
by the optical propertiesoJthe microscope
2. Errors caused.
Sourcesof error of this kind are scattered light and reflections and also
beam deflection by optical elements which are out of adjustment'
Taem

1. INrr,urwcn

Objective

ot DrlocussrNo

Magnification

2 .5 / 0 . 0 8
6 . 3/ O . 1 6
16/o.32
40/0 8s
100/1
.25oil

25:1
6 3 :1
160:1
400:1
1000:1

sv 1 pM oN Rrrlrc:nvttv

Approx depth
of focus after
Michel (1957)
giverr in pm
l.)u

28
5
I
0.3

V,qr-urs

Relative change of
indication given
ir 16 at "extrafocal adjustment"
bylpm

5x1o-4 7a
Sxto-3 0k
3.5X.10-2To
0.15o/o

o.s%

Scattered light and reflections occur at glass/air surfaces,at cemented
surfaces of lenses or at light filters, Iens mountings' and inner tube
walls. Careful "blooming" and correct arrangement of a sufficient number of diaphragms by the manufacturer and the correct use of iris diaphragms by the observer (e.g. strict observanceof the Kijhler principle
of illumination) are absolutely necessary.
The objective lensesmay often have detrimental efiects. Reflex images
of the light source which overlap the image of the object may arise unavoidably in the central parts of the objectives. This effect can be eliminated by almost closing the field and aperture diaphragm and especially
by using slightly obliqueillumination. For this purpose a trapezoid prism
reflectoras suggestedby Berek (1931)is of specialadvantage.Compared
with a plane-glassreflector a greater percentage of the entering beam is
reflectedonto the specimen.
On the other hand, the inclination of the incident light should not be
I 1 mm:103 um:1CF nm.
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too large; in particular the aperture of the light cone (numerical aperture
of the illumination) should be kept small so that the illumination can
still be consideredas vertical. Even when high power objectives are used,
the inclination can be nearly vertical if the aperture diaphragm is closed
as far as possible. Consequently,a movable aperture diaphragm is of utmost importance.
Finally, disturbing reflections can even occur at the plane surfaces of
glass filters between light source and object. These reflections can be
eliminated by slightly tilting the filters.
3. Errors coused,by the properties and the operation of the supptemenrury
deaices
The stabilization of the current for the light source is as highly important as it is for the Iight detector and for the amplifier with the indicating device. In instruments of maximum sensitivity, the temperature
influence must be considered.It can be eliminated by an extended response time and constant room temperature. The fatigue of the light
detector and its varying spectral sensitivity can be balanced by using
suitable types of detectors. Photo-multiplier tubes should be used and it
has been found most satisfactory to select the most stable ones from
types manufactured in large quantities. Experience shows that there are
usually rather large differencesin properties and in quality, even in tubes
of the same type.
The higher the dispersion of reflectivity of the object, the stronger are
the extremely complex efiects of the properties, dependent on wave
length, of the different optical elements on the accuracy of the measurement. Among these the spectral characteristicsof the detector and especially those of the color filter (Bowie 1962), as well as that of the light
source,are of decisiveimportance. To make results obtained by different
observerscomparable, light as strictly monochromatic as possibleshould
be used. fn view of all the difficulties involved it cannot be recommended
to use "white" light (Ramdohr 1963)I Each paper on reflectivity measurements should contain a graph giving the spectral sensitivity of the
equipment used. It is advisable to select standard wavelengths; among
these,especiallytr: 546 nm has been discussedby the Commissionon Ore
Microscopyof the International MineralogicalAssociation(I.M.A.).
fn reflectivity measurementsin oil, reflected and scattered light efiects
generally have a stronger influence on the results than in air (Piller 1959).
They have either to be eliminated very carefuily or taken into consideration as correction factors. In order to guarantee reproducible results all
laboratories should use oil of equal quality (e.g.,immersion oil of paraffin
type with nr:1.515 at tr:589 nm and 20" C.) with low dispersionof n1
and only small change of n1 with temperature (these variations must be
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known for calculations of n and k, seepage 873). The microscopeobjective must be designedin such a way that it can be used as an immersion
objective. Objectives of lower magnification can be provided with "immersion caps," whereasobjectives of higher magnification have to be specially computed.
Ennons Causnn BY TrrE SpBcruBN
An important sourceof error in reflectivity measurementsis the surface
condition of the specimen.fn the last decadesconsiderableprogress has
been made in preparing suitable polished surfaces (see, for example,
Schneiderhtihn1952 and further improvements e.g.by Rehwald 1952 and
Hallimond 1963), especially through the use of diamond as the grinding
and polishing material. Comparison measurementsof reflectivity after
different ways of polishing have, for example,been madeby Cissarz(1932).
Nevertheless,there is still a need for a method for determining the quality
of a surface which would be necessaryfor a comparison of the results of
different investigators. Work in this direction has been started by W. Uytenbogaardt (personalcommunication).
The surface of the object has to be sufficiently large (depending on the
sensitivity o{ the measuring device) and homogeneous,carefully polished,
and completely free from relief. In substancesof low absorption coefficient, centers of scattered light (internal reflections) beneath the surface
may be disturbingly noticeable, especially when they are within or near
the depth of the focus range (Table 1).
Furthermore, the reflecting surface has to be exactly perpendicular to
the microscope axis so that the direction of light propagation and the
geometry of the light rays remain absolutely constant when standard and
specimenare exchanged,when the specimenis moved, or when the microscope stage is rotated. According to the experienceof the authors even
very small changesin the geometrical conditions of the light propagation
have a considerableinfluence on the measured reflectivities. The correct
alignment should be checkedby looking at the upper focal plane of the objective, e.g. with a Bertrand lens; the image of the condenseraperture
diaphragm should not move upon rotation of the microscopestage.
For the comparisonstandard the same considerationsare valid. Its reflectivity should be measured under exactly the same conditions as that
of the object. fn order to increasethe accuracy of the results, a seriesof
standards of different reflectivities should be used.
ol n ANDk lnou R6 eNl R1
FunoeuowtAl ERRoRSrN CALCULATToNS
The previous chapters indicate that reflectivity measurementsare subject to errors which cannot be neglected.According to the experienceof
the authors these are normally between * 1 and * 5 relative per cent. In
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casesof high reflectivity the relative error may be as low as f 0.5/6 while
in casesof very low reflectivity it may even rise to -lI)/s. A good accuracy which can sometimesbe reachedwould be +l/6; therefore,the following calculations are carried out for this error, and some supplementary
data are given for errors of I5%.
The errors assumedhere may be consideredtoo high. But it has to be
kept in mind that the errors given normally in papers on reflectivities are
only reproducibilil,iesfor a given set of equipment. They do not include
fundamental errorsintroducedby specimenor equipment.
For somepurposesit is sufficient if this reproducibility is known. An example is the determination of optical symmetry from reflectivity measurements after Cameron (1963) who obtained an accuracy of the absolute
values of +0.2/6 (correspondingto a relative error of *1 per cent at a
reflectivity of 0.20:20%).
When reflectivities are to be used as constants or as starting values for
calculations of n and k, however, the real errors have to be considered,
They are, of course,larger than the reproducibilities of single instruments
and can be obtained from data collected on identical specimensin different laboratories with different types of equipment. Comparative measurementsof this kind have still to be made.
What is the effect of these errors in reflectivity on the calculated values
of n and k? Wright (1919) has stated, without giving quantitative data
on errors, that n and k cannot be calculated with sufficient accuracy from
reflectivity measurements.Somemore detailed information on this subject can be derived for specialcasesfrom Cambon's (1947)paper, but until now the quantitative effectsof errors in reflectivity on the accuracy of
the calculated values have not been treated generally.
To begin with, the ideal relationsare shown in Fig. 1. Here it has been
assumed that no error occurs. Physically, only such combinations of Ro
and Rr are possible which lie within the "cigar"-shaped field. Only a
single pair of n and k correspondsto each pair of Ro and R1. Every error
in R6 and/or R1 normally leads to erroneousvalues both of n and k.
A figure similar to Fig. t has already been given by Ponomareva (1958)1 who found
that nearly all solid substances have their representative points or areas in the lower right
half of the "cigar" bordered by the diagonal (furthermore, minerals with certain types of
bonding occupy special areas within the distribution). This means that the reflectivity in
oil is normally lower than in air. Exceptions to this rule occur if the refractive index n of
the mineral is closer to nui. than to noir (see equation (2)); for example, Gehlen and Piller
(1964) found the reflectivity ofo of covellite to be slightly higher in oil than in air for red
light.
I The authors would like to thank Dr. A. H. van der Veen, Metallurgical Research Lab.,
N.V. H.M.B., Arnhem (Netherlands), for having drawn their attention to this paper.
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But not only errors in reflectivity affect the talculated values of n and
k. Errors are also introduced when the dispersionof n1, that is, of the refractive index of the immersion oil, is neglectedin equations(3) and (a).
For example,using the averagevalue of nr:1.515 instead of the correct
one oI 1.5223at tr:486 nm would have led to a relative error of 2416in
the calculated k. of covellite (according to data by Gehlen and Piiler
1964).An error of this kind would be negligiblenear tr:589 nm but could
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Frc. 1. Relations between reflectivity Ro in air (no:1.000), reflectivity Rr in oil (nr
:1.515), refractive index n (dashed curves), and absorption coefficient k (solid curves),
calculated from Beer's equation for vertically incident light (2).

be large in extreme parts of the visible spectrum. This error is not considered further.
Ak:k*-k,
In the following discussion we shall use the expressions An:n*-n,
where R6, R1, n, and k are the correct values while Ro+
ARo:-4ox-Oo, and ARr:ftr*-R1
and R1* are the assumed measured values (normally erroneous) and n* and k* the erroneous
constants derived therefrom. For example, Rr*:1.01 Rr medrrSthat the reflectivity in oil
has been assumedto be measured too highly by 1/6, while in Ro*:Bo it has been assumed
that the air value was correct.

In order to draw a graph of the errors An/n and Ak/k which both are
functions of n:f (Ro, Rr), k:f (Ro, Rr), A Ro/Ro,and A R/R1, rto.r|
calculations are necessarysince simplified approximating equations cannot be applied.
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The following equationshave been used (with no:1.0 and n1 kept cons t a n ta t 1 . 5 1 5 ) :
n*-n

1*Rr
1*Ro
nt't-Rr-"0'1-Rn

an

1

1*Rr*
-

k*-k

lfRo*
-1-Rox

1-Rrx

ak

-l
/ - -2- . n o \ 2 ' K
- oI
|
\ l-Ro,/

[

0.5.(n12-n62)

lfRr
|
lnr'--no'--:l-Rr
t

l*Ro
-

l-Ro

lf

(6)

Rol2

1-Roi
|
i

The calculating time has been reduced by means of a computer and by
using narrowly graded pairs of n and k (or Rs and R) and errors of measurement of + l7o and + 5/6. The results have been analyzed graphically
by plotting curves which connect equal errors An/n and Ak/k. All 16 assumptions listed in Table 2 have been investigated.
Figure 2 gives the errors for assumption 2 in a Ro/Rr diagram comparable with Fig. 1. The relations are more clearly seenin n/k diagrams. The

Ro'tubcd,

b e

H't

Fro. 2. Relative errors An/n (dashed curves) and Ak/k (solid curves) in a Ro/Rr diagram similar to Fig. 1, calculated under the assumption that the measured reflectivity in
air (Ro*) is correct while in oil (Rr*) it has been measured too high by 1 rel. per cent
(case 2, Table 2).
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results obtained under the various assumptions (Table 2) can be grouped
in three difierent types of error diagrams.In eachof thesethe error curves
have similar shapes; only the distances between correspondingerror
curves are different in single casesbelonging to the same type. Figures 3a
and 3b (case 2) give an example of the first type (cases2, 3 and 7 and
corresponding5/6 cases),Figs. 4a and 4b (case6) one of the secondtype
(cases1, 4and6 etc.), and Figs.5a and 5b (case8) one of the third type
(cases5 and 8 etc.). The dotted lines in thesefiguresindicate the position
of selectedcurves from the corresponding5/s error diagrams.The specific characteristicsof each caseare summarized in Table 2.
In Figs. 4 a., b, the shaded fields indicate the areas where in a\l I/6
casesthe errorsAn/n resp.Ak/k are ( | 5l%. With the exceptionof small
parts derived from cases7 and 5 (for Ak/k), thesefields are borderedby
theS/p curvesof case6 (Figs. 4aand 4b) which turns out as the most unfavorable one.
RBsulrs
Errors in reflectivitv values have a very complex effect on the accuracy
of the calculated constants n and k. For these the relative error is generaily much larger than that of the measuredreflectivities. Only n and k
values within the hatched areas of Figs. 4 a, b can be determined with
sufficient reliability since their error does not exceed * 5/6 provided the
errors of measurementof both reflectivitiesdo not exceed Xl/6. Ofiside these areas the errors of n and k are normally inacceptably large.
There are only certain combinations of n and k outside the hatched areas
whereAk/k is small or even zero.If such a casecan be expectedthe error
must be calculated by means of equations (5) and (6) from the errors in
Ro and R1 which have been ascertainedexperimentally.
Consequently, there are numerous cases,especiallywhen substancesof
very low or very high n andfor very large or partly also very low k are investigated, where n and especiallyk cannot be determined with sufficient
accuracy from reflectivity measurements.There is even a danger that
negative refractive indices or imaginary absorption coefficientsmight be
calculated(aswas recently done in a few casesby Kaemmel, 1962)which
must be attributed to errors in reflectivity measurements.The Iimits of
the imaginary fieldsin the Ak/k plots which are given by k*:0; Ak/k:
-l00Ta are shownin Fig. 6 for cases1 through 8 (Table 2). The most unfavorable caseis marked 1-8 (lower right hand corner of Fig.6). This
caSemeans that for every combination of n and k outside this hatched
area even an error of only + I/6 ol the reflectivity values can lead to
imaginaryvaiues of k, i.e., the erroneousR*6/R*1 pairs have representative
points outsidethe "cigar"-shapedarea in Fig. 1 and are thereforeunreal.

(a)

25

3n

+
J.5

--1p

L5

(b)
I'rcs. 3-5. Relations between refractive index n, absorption coefficient k, and relative
error An/n (a) resp. Ak/k(b), calculated as described in the text under three of the assumptions listed in Table 2. Solid lines:1To error in reflectivity value(s) assumed; dotted
lines:57o.
Frcs. 3a and b. Assumption 2 (Table 2). Dotted line in Fig. 3a: -25/s, assumption 10.
Dotted lines in Fig. 3b from upper left to lower right: limit of the imaginary field, -25/6,
0/s, and f25l6,
assumption 10.
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(b)
Frcs.4a and b. Assumption 6 (Table 2). Dotted line in Fig. 4a: -*/1o limit,
assumption 14. Dotted lines in Fig. 4b: heavy dots, limit of the imaginary field; small
dots, from left to right, +25%, 0%, and -25/6, assumption 14. Hatched areas: fields of
errors I | Sl/e Ior the most unfavorable case from assumptions 1 through 8.
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(b)
Frcs. 5a and b. Assumption 8 (Table 2). Dotted lines in Fig. 5a from left to right:
Oya,-2570, assumption16. Dotted lines in Fig. 5b from upper left to lower right: -25t6,
0/p, and, f 25lp, assumption 16.
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But even in less critical n/k areas the errors of n and k increase considerably with errors in Ro and Rr. Therefore, greatest care has to be
taken in reflectivity measurements that a device of highest quality is
used and operated correctly. Methods and instruments for determining
reflectivity should be standardized as much as possible, and the error
limit of each value should be given.
Sometimesthe accuracy of R, n, and k values can be increased in an
additional way: Gehlen and Piller (1964) not only determined the reflec-

o12315

graph of the limits of the imaginary fields (not hatched) of
Frc. 6. Comporr,;;
errors Ak/k (curvesAk/k: -100%) for assumptions1 through 8 (Table 2)' 1-8 is the
most unfavorablecaseconstructedtherefrom.

tivities of covellite at several difierent wavelengths but also in several
oriented sections through single crystals. Construction of dispersion
curves permitted checks and minor corrections of single values, while
reasonableextrapolations of n or k versusorientation curves (from regions
of higher accuracy into regions of low accuracy) helped to determine the e
values which otherwise would have been very inaccurate.
Therefore, determinations of optical data in reflected light should not
be made at single wavelengths only but at a series of them in order to
make checks and extrapolations possible. Further, in anisotropic minerals the crystal orientation should be known before n and k values are
derived.
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In all caseswhere reflectivities are measured or especially where n and
k values are calculated from them, a discussion of errors is absolutely
necessary.
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